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First Printing Corrections 

 
Pg Error Correction 

9 second to last line on page 

onabort=”badCode()” />. 

 

onerror=”badCode()” />. 

16 Subhead after "Extracting Substrings": 

snbstr() 

 

substr() 

28 first line of code after heading: 

preg_match(‘/php ((\d)\.\d\.\d+)/i 

 

preg_match(‘/php ((\d)\.\d\.\d+)/i:$string, 
$matches) 

34 first set of code after heading: 

POSIX: 

egreg-replace () 

PCRE: 

preg-replace() 

 

POSIX: 

egreg_replace() 

PCRE: 

preg_replace() 

60 code, 14th line 

array(‘<bad>’, ‘-> <worse> <<-‘) 

 

array(‘<bad>’, ‘> <worse> <<-‘) 

83 first paragraph, second to last line: 

...out that it makes no difference whether... 

 

...out that it makes very little difference 
whether... 

121 last line of code on page: 

mail(‘recipient@example.com’, ‘Form data’, 
$text); 

 

mail(‘recipient@domain.tld’, ‘Form data’, $text); 



122 code, 21st line: 

mail(‘recipient@example.com’, “Form data’, 

 

mail(‘recipient@domain.tld’, “Form data’, 

124 code, line 17: 

<form action=”<?php echo 
$_SERVER[‘PHP_SELF’]; ?>” 

 

<form action=”<?php echo 
htmlspecialchars(_SERVER[‘PHP_SELF’]); ?>” 

143 code, lines 10 and 11: 

header(“Location: 

{$_SERVER[‘PHP_SELF’]}?step=2)’ 

 

header(“Location: “. 

nl2br($_SERVER[‘PHP_SELF’]) . “?step=2)’ 

146 code, lines 11 and 12: 

header(“Location: 

{$_SERVER[‘PHP_SELF’]}?step=2”); 

 

header(“Location: “. 

nl2br($_SERVER[‘PHP_SELF’]) . “?step=2”); 

148 code, line 4: 

header(“Location: {$_COOKIE[‘lang’]}”); 

 

header(“Location: “ . nl2br($_COOKIE[‘lang’])); 

159 code, line 23: 

‘%s\’ WHERE id=\’\’’, 

 

‘%s\’ WHERE id=\’%s\’’, 

162 code, line 5: 

login.php?url={$_SERVER[‘PHP_SELF’]}’); 

 

login.php?url=” . nl2br($_SERVER[‘PHP_SELF’]); 

163 code, line 8: 

$url = (isset($_GET[‘url’})) ? $_GET[‘url’] : 

 

$url = (isset($_GET[‘url’})) ? nl2br($_GET[‘url’]) : 

163 last paragraph, last line: 

...protected by the code in Listings 5.21 and 
5.22. 

 

...protected by the code in the previous listings. 



 
175 last set of code on page, lines 2 and 3: 

‘’-> This text file contains\nsome random text. 

<_’’); 

 

“-> This text file contains\nsome random text. 

<_”); 

176 first set of code, lines 3 and 4: 

‘’-> This text file contains\nsome random text. 

<_’’); 

 

“-> This text file contains\nsome random text. 

<_”); 

176 second set of code, line 5: 

‘’$olddata$data’’); 

 

“$olddata$data”); 

186 first line of code after heading: 

(parse_ini_file(‘php.ini , true) 

 

parse_ini_file(‘php.ini , true) 

191 first set of code after heading, line 2: 

while (false !== ($file = $d->read())) 

 

while (false !== ($file = $d->read())); 

221 first paragraph, line 4: 

...PHP with the switch –with-oci8. 

 

...PHP with the switch –-with-oci8. 

228 first paragraph, 3rd sentence: 

However, as you saw in Listing 7.18... 

 

However, as you saw in the previous listing... 

230 line 12 of code (a blank line) 

 

remove the blank line 



 
237 code, lines 3, 4 and 5: 

$stmt->bindParam(‘quote’, POST[‘quote’]); 

$stmt->bindParam(‘author’, POST[‘author’]); 

$stmt->bindParam(‘year’, 

 

$stmt->bindParam(‘:quote’, POST[‘quote’]); 

$stmt->bindParam(‘:author’, POST[‘author’]); 

$stmt->bindParam(‘:year’, 

244 note, line 3: 

...ming interface (API) of the C# component for 
reading... 

 

...ming interface (API) of the .NET component for 
reading... 

245 line of code after heading: 

domxml_open_mem(file_get_contents(‘quotes.x
ml’) 

 

domxml_open_mem(file_get_contents(‘quotes.xml’)
) 

248 line of code after heading: 

doxml_open_mem(file_get_contents(‘quotes.xm
l’) 

 

doxml_open_mem(file_get_contents(‘quotes.xml’)) 

289 Symbols section, line 9: 

(...) special character, 25 

 

[...] special character, 25 

 

This errata sheet is intended to provide updated technical information. Spelling and grammar misprints 
are updated during the reprint process, but are not listed on this errata sheet. 


